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Abstract
The autonomous soccer robot with conventional vision cameras has limited fields of view which can be overcome by

moving the robot, thus increasing the conlrol difficulty, Omni-directional vision system uses a combination oflenses and mirrors
placed in a carefully arranged configuration to capture a much wider field of view, This paper introduced study on omni-
directional vision system applied in autonomous soccer robot and its imaging modeL Mirror parameters of omni-directional
vision sensor were designed using condition and equation of single viewpoint constraint, and dimension of the omni-directional
vision system was determined, A set of models including reflect and refraction model were built. The relation between image
point and corresponding world point was determined that can offer essential model and algorithm for omni-directional image
process, Then, moving object detected technology based on omni-directional vision system is introduced, By the low resolution
characteristic of omni-directional correction image, the algorithm effectively deals with problems of the noise and shadow during
the abstraction of the foreground Their practicability is tested through the simulation and real image experiments,

Fig,I Thesoccerrobotwithomni-directionalvisionsystem
Autonomous soccer robot is the robot with necessary sensors and controllers which can search. go after and kick ball

without man-made information input and controL Because the most of outer environment information comes from vision sensors,
they are the most important sensors for robot. Robot can obtain the position information in field and distance with respect to goal,
ball and obstacles, which offer necessary data for decision-making system, The field of view of the robot can reach 3600

horizontally by using omni-directional vision sensor and it resolves the limited field of view of conventional vision cameras,
Fig.1 shows the structure of the soccer robot with omni-directional vision system.

Now days there are many researches in omni-directional vision system. Omni-directional vision system, also called
catadioptric vision system, was first raised by Rees in 1970 [I], and Vagi, Hong, Yamazawa did detailed research in their own
study. Nayar brought forward an ideal omni-directional imaging system using parabolic mirror after geometrical analysis of all
kinds of omni-directional vision systems. The imaging process is introduced in [2] and [3]. The omni-directional vision systems



made of different mirrors were presented In [4) [5] [6]. Reference (7) described application of omnl-dlrectional vision system In
vision navigation.

According to International soccer robot game rules, this paper designs the omnl-dlrectlonal vision sensor system and
builds its mathematical model. Then, moving object detected techmology based on omnl-directional vision system is Introduced.
Finally the simulation and real image experiments results show that the model is practicability and the presented method to
recognition and detection a moving object based on omnl-dlrectional vision is fast and effective.

2.1. System Structure and Function
The system is composed of omnl-directional vision sensor made by mirror and CCO camera, and the computer with

image grasper as shown In Fig. 2. The omnl-directlonal vision sensor is fixed on the top of the robot, and the CCO camera is
placed In its bottom and mirror In top. The mirror is enveloped In the protecting cylindrical bucket made by colorless plastic, and
don't affect the field of view. Optical axis of CCO camera lens and centre axis of mirror is co-line. Reflection surface of mirror
towards floor and it reflects image Information In 360· horlzonta11n the field to CCO camera to obtain the omnl-dlrectlonal
image.

Omnl-directlonal vision sensor is connected with computer system. Ouring the game, sensor captures the scene
Information and delivers it to computer which deals with the digltalimage to achieve the necessaI)' positioning Information.
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FIg.2 Graphical presentation of olllni-<lirectional vision system

2.2. Design of Omni-dlrec:tional Vision SeDSOr

2.2.1. Mirror Choice
In omnl-directional vision systems, lens of CCO camera refracts and mirror reflects rays. The omnl-dlrectional vision

system can be divided Into single viewpoint and non-single viewpoint imaging system, by whether they have a unique effective
viewpoint. Modeling process of single-viewpoint is simple and it can get the image easier to cope with, so our design chooses
this kind single viewpoint imaging system. Hyperbolic mirror, parabolic mirror and ellipsoidal mirror can be used to construct
the single viewpoint imaging system. Inner surface of ellipsoidal mirror is its work surface which limits Its field of view.
Parabolic mirror must work with telecentrlc lens, which is very expensive, so its use is limited greatly. Hyperbolic mirror is the
optimal choice In our design duo to its low cost, large field of view and good imaging effect.

2.2.2. Condition and Equation of the SlDg1eViewpoint Constraint
Single viewpoint imaging system satisfies single viewpoint constraint. The single viewpoint constraint requires that

each Incoming ray passing through the pinhole of the camera ~t was reflected by the mirror) would have Intersected an
effective viewpoint if it had not been reflected by the mirror [8]. We now derive geometry relationship of single viewpoint omni-
directional vision system is that the direction of Incoming ray relative to each pixel can be attained after the direction of reflect
ray is known. If the position of world point and viewpoint is known, we can determine the direction of Incoming ray and then
attain the position of image point relative to world point based on the condition that the Incoming angle equals to reflect angle.
So we can draw the conclusion that imaging system satisfying single viewpoint constraint can construct the projection between
each image point and corresponding world point.

The virtue of the single viewpoint lies In simplifying geometry model of imaging system, enhancing field of view and
changing omnl-directional image Into projecting one with a little distortion coming from conventional camera so that tractable
image is easUy processed using general method after being calibrated.

Without loss of generality we can assume that the CCO camera pinhole p lies at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate
~

system. Suppose that the effective viewpoint is located at the point v. We can assume that the z-axis lies In the direction pv.
The r-axis is orthogonal to z-axis, and we try to find the 2-dimensional profile of the mirror (z( r) = z( x,y) , where

r =~r +I).If the disiance from v to p is denoted by the parameter 2c, we have V = (0, 2c) . See Fig. 3 for an iliustration of

the coordinate frame. We denote the angle between an incoming ray from a world point and the r-axis by {}. Suppose that the
reflected ray of this ray passes through the point p, this Incoming ray must pass through the point v. Suppose we denote the angle



between the reflected ray and the r-axis by a , the angle between the z-axis and the normal of mirror by fJ. We can know the
angle between the incoming ray and the normal of mirror is r + P base on the theory that the angle of incidence must equal the

angle of reflection. We assume the ray intersects the mirror at the point (r, z ) , we have the relationship:

tanB=(2c-z)/r. (I)

Pinholep(O, r r = ~x' + y'

Fig.3Thesolutiondiagramof singleviewpointconstrainequation

2tanp/(I-tan' P)=(tana-tanB)/(I+tanatanB). (4)

Substituting (I), (2), (3) to (4) yields a quadratic first-order ordinary differential equation:

r(2c-2z)(dz/dr)' -2(r' +2cz-z')dz/dr+r(2z-2c)=0. (5)

Resolving this equation, we have:

(z-c)'-r'(k/2-1)=c'(k-2)/k. (k~2). (6)

(z-c)' + r' (I + 2c' / k) = (k+ 2c')f2. (k> 0). (7)

Equation (6) and (7) defme the complete class of mirror surface curves which satisfy single viewpoint constraint and
different values of c and k determine different theoretic solutions. The physical meaning of c is the half distance between camera
pinhole and viewpoint, so it must satisfy c>0, but its value can not be too large considering the compactness of system. After the
constant parameter c is determined, different k designed by vertical field of view of system decides the shapes and curvatures of
mirror. The solutions that don't satisfied the condition of c>O and k>O are degenerated and cannot be used to construct real
sensors with a single effective viewpoint. Ellipsoidal, parabolic and hyperbolic mirror satisfy the condition of single viewpoint.
Conic mirror and spherical mirror are degenerate solutions which can be used to construct vision sensors with large field of view,
but they are not the single viewpoint imaging system.

System dimensions include H, the distance between mirror and camera pinhole, and mirror caliber D (9). It is
symmetrical about optical shaft, and imaging plane is rectangle. Analyze the cross-section passing through CCD camera pinhole



and shorter border of the imaging plane. Let R.run the shortest distance between corner point of sensitive part and image centre,

flens foci. From Fig. 4, we have:
tan a = RmJ, / f =D/2H. (8)

During the desigo, the CCD camera is chosen according to the requirement, then and ~in and f are determined. H

should be decided by the game rule. D can be achieved from (8).

2.2.4. Determination of Surface Parameter of Hyperbolic Mirror
CCD camera pinhole is placed in one of the hyperbolic mirror focus, so reflect ray focusing on another focus must pass

through the pinhole according to hyperbolic optics property, and imaging in the image plane. Because hyperbolic is revolving
symmetry, analysis in xoz plane is enough.

Ifk>2and c>O,equation (6) denotes hyperboloid:

(z-c)'/(c~(k-2)/kr -x'/(c..fiJk)' -l/(cJ2ik)' =1' (9)

(z-c)' ;(c~(k-2)/k)' -x' /(c../2ik)' =1·

Coordinate of P in the bottom of mirror is (D/2, H), P is a point in hyperbolic so its coordinate should satisfy
hyperbolic equation:

Angle between the ray passing through P and focus F and X axis is max elevation {}TJl2J( of the system in vertical

direction. From Fig. 4, we have:

{}max is determined by the desigo, solving (ll)and (12), getting c and k, substituting c and k to (9), achieving the

mirror equation of the hyperboloid mirror.

3.1.. Getting Image Point from World Point
Placing the coordinate origin in the pinhole of CCD camera, both optic axis and mirror shaft coincide with z axis.

Coordinates of every point are shown in Fig. 5.
Intersection Point of incoming ray and mirror X m satisfies the incoming ray equation, so we have:
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3.2. Getting World Point from Image Point
Conic can be described by the following parameter equation:

z(t)=t, r(t)=~(e-l)f+2pt-i·

Where e denotes eccentricity. p Is the foci of conic. This equation indicates hyperbola when e>l. point coordinates on
hyperboloid mirror satisfy Sr ( t) = [ z( t) ,r( t)] .

Direction vector of reflection ray can be depicted as following from Fig. 6:

~(t) =[t.~(e' -1)r + 2pt- JlJ.
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Flg.6 The diagram of vision system modeling

When coordinate of image point Is known, direction vector of reflecting ray can be determined Direction vector of
corresponding incoming ray can be gotten from (18). Finally we obtain the coordinate of world point.



4.1. Omni-dlrectional Image Unwrapping
The omni-directional image can be unwrapped by space transformation. Space transformation includes direct and

indirect method [II]. Both the methods establish the coordinates mapping relationship between the omni-directional image and
unwrapped image. Direct space transformation is that we solve the unwrapped imaging point coordinate from the omni-
directional image one by the formula 19, and then put the pixels value of the omni-directional image point (Xl'Yl) to the

unwrapping image point ( x, y). The formula as following, whcre F,. and Fy are the direct space transformation function:

{
X:Fx(XI'YI) . (19)

Y - Fy (XI'YI)

{
Xl =_Gx(X,Y) . (20)
YI -GAx,y)

Indirect space transformation is that we solve the omni-directional image point coordinate by the formula 20, and then put the
pixels value of the omni-directional image point (x" YI) to the unwrapping image point (x,y).

Where Gx and Gy are the direct space transformation function. Two problems are produced by using the direct

space transformation [12]. One is that the null image points emergc when wc strctch and enlarge the imagc. Anothcr onc is that
several original imagc points corresponding to onc on the compression area. Both of the problems can mess up the pixels relation
of the original image, which bring up the bad unwrapping image. Take consider of it, we adopt the indirect space transformation
to confirm the relation of omni-directional image and unwrapping image. This method also can be called converting
transformation. We start from the output pixels, mapped them one by one to the input image. It helps us to confirm the pixels
value. However, after converting, the integer coordination value of the output pixel becomes floating one. So the pixels value
should be solved by the interpolation. There are some interpolation methods such as the nearest neighbour algorithm, bilinear
interpolation, high order interpolation method etc. The nearest neighbour algorithm is easy but without high accuracy, high order
interpolation method has high accuracy but takes a lot of time. We prefer the bilinear interpolation to attain high accuracy and
meet the need of real-time.

(b) The example of omni-directional image unwrapping
Fig.? Unwrapping omni-directional image

For the sake of accelerating the operation speed of unwrapping, fast approximation algorithms would be used [13]. In
Figure 7a, r is the inner radius, R is the outer radius. The region bctween the outer radius and inner radius is the effective area of
the image. Here is the rule of unwrapping:

1. Keep the y axis.



2. The intersection 0, ofy axis and inner radius in Figure 7a, corresponding to the point 01 in Figure 7b.

3. The width of unwrapped image equals to the perimeter of the dashed circle in ornni-directional image.
The dashed circle is the concentric circles of the outer and inner circle, where lj = (r + R) / 2 .
Suppose the coordinate of circle centre 0 in ornni-directional image is (xo' Yo)' Origin coordinate in unwrapping

image is 0
1

(0,0) . Any point P = (x, y) in unwrapping image is corresponding to (XI' Yl) in omni-directional image. Formula

21 gives the relation between (x, y) and ( XI' y, ) :

j
B=X/lj

lj =(r+R)/2

XI = Xo +(r+ y)sinB

Yl = Yo +(r+ y)cosB

This method is a process of image Interpolation substantively. After unwrapped, the image upper the dashed line is
landscape orientation compressed, that below the dashed line is landscape orientation stretched, while the points on the dashed
line is constant. Figure 7b is the example of ornni-directional image.

4.2. The Distortion Correction of Unwrapped Image
The unwrapped ornni-directional image has large distort because of compression and stretch process. which is

disadvantage to image identification, analysis and judgment. It's necessary to correct the distorted image for fix quantify image
analyze such as moving object detection. Using geometrical transform to correct the position of each pixel in the distorted image,
we can reconstruct the pixel original space relations. Here we just expect to correct the distortion generated by mirror, i.e. revert
the unwrapped image to the effect which obtained by common CeD lens. Hence, aim image for distortion correction can be
obtained by common lens and distorted image through ornni-directional vision system, then, we can ascertain the relationship
between the aim image and the distortion image.

The image distortion is nonlinear, it can be expressed by polynomial transform between coordinate.
Let g( u, v) the aim image, it turns into f( x,y) because of the influence of the geometry deformation. Here (u, v)

is the coordinate of aim image, (x, y) is the coordinate of distorted image. The relation between them is:

lX= tI.aijU'.Vl.
1'",0 j=O

y= tIbiju'vJ

;",0 j=O

In formula 22, n is the rank of the polynomial, and aij' by are unknown coefficient which can be computed by least

square method.
Suppose object function is:



L is the number of controlling point pairs, s=O,I ... ,n, S + t :::;n . Formula 25 and formula 26 are two linear equations

with M equations, each equation contains M = (n + 1) (n + 2) /2 unknown value. We can compute aij' bij through above

two formulas, then take them into formula 22 to implement the transform between the two coordinates. The bigger the n, the
more accurate the coefficient of distortion and the more compute time will be taken. In this paper we set n=3, that is, M= 10, so
the Formula 25 and formula 26 can be written as fallowing:

x = aoo+ ao,v+ ao,l + a03v3 + alOu +alluv

+ a1,uv2 + a,ou' + a'lu'v + a30u3

y = boo+bo,v+bo,v' +b03V3+blOu +b"uv

+b12uv' +b,ou' +b'lU'v+b3oU3

The two equations are made of 10 equations respectively, each of which has 10 unknown values, so we need 10
controlling points to ascertain the distortion coefficient. This correct method is simple, efficiency and accurate.

4.3. Adaptive Background Modeling Algorithm
Figure 8 is the background modeling algorithm flowchart. To extract T frame image in W sampling speed. V; (i,j) is

the pixel value ofthe t frame image at point (i, j). Y (i, j) is the pixel value of the background modeling B at point (i,j). All

points (i,j) comply the formula 29 to execute median filter, the Y(i,j) value of the background modeling can be solved from

the value on·; (i,j).

Y(i,j) = {Vq(i,j)lmintIVp(i,j) - Vq(i,j)I}'
Vq(l,j) P=l

Then the updating of the original background is achieved. The current background image is obtained.
The value of the sampling speed W is adjusted based on speed of the moving target. If W is too small, then the

sampling speed will be far below the speed of the moving object. In this case, the moving object may be regarded as the still
scene information to be reserved to the background image. However, ifit is too large, the real-time can not be satisfied.

ExtractT frameimagein W samplingspeed

Calculate difference value between
corresponding points in any two frame images



4.4.1 Deduction of the Background
The image and background is treated by difference method. After that, the image of the moving object can be attained.

The detail stages are showed as follows:
Calculate the pixels value of the foreground image Q.

Z(i,j)= IX(i,j)-Y(i,j)1 (i,j)d'l. (30)

Where, X(i,j) is pixels value in the current frame; Y(i,j) is the pixels value of point (i,j) in background frame;
Z (i, j) is the pixels value of point (i, j) in foreground frame.

4.4.2. Edge Detection ofthe Foreground Image
Extracting the foreground image, then the image enhancement is carried out by linear transformation contrast

enhancement. Noise can be removed by median filter method after binary. Median filter method operates easily, and can protect
the edge well. Finally do the edge detection by canny operator which has great edge testing performance. Noise and shadow has
been separated from the moving target in the low resolution corrected image. At last we get the image only with the edge
information of the object. The effective of the edge detection is perfect.

5.1. The Model Simulation Experiments
The experiment equipment is 1/3 inch CCD camera with R.mn = 1.8mm, f =4mm, image resolution is 752 X 582. H

is 120mm according to the height of robot is 800mm in game rule. From (8) we have D= 108mm, and P (54,120). Let the max
vertical elevation of omni-directional sensorOmax = 15. From solution (II) and (12), we get c=52.7, k=4.2, and the hyperbolic

mirror equation from (9) is (z- 52.7l /1455 -x211323-lI1323 = 1.
Area of game field is 12000X800Omm in game rule, we construct a 12000 X 12000mm origin image as show in Fig.

(b) The attained image by omni-directional vision sensor
Fig.9 Simulate experiment



Assume that omni-directional vision sensor is placed 500mm above the image center. Simulation attained image
through reflect model and camera pinhole model is shown in Fig. 9(b).

5.2. The Model Real Image Experiment
We place a check board in center of real game field as show in Fig. 10(a). Omni-directional vision sensor is placed

500mm above field. Image of field attained through reflect model and camera pinhole model is shown in Fig. IO(b).
Through simulation and real image experiments, we find that the attained image is a distortion omni-directional image

which can be calibrated. The effect of image is basically ideal. The omni-directional vision system designed in this paper
satisfies autonomous soccer robot game rule and can obtain omni-directional image which can be easily processed, so the system
is very useful in practice.

(b) Attained image by omni-directional vision sensor
Fig.lO Real image experiment

5.3. Moving Object Detection Experiment
We do many experiments by the image obtained through omni-directional vision system lie on autonomous soccer

robot to prove algorithm in this paper. Fig.!la, b, c, d is corresponding to correction image, background image by adaptive
background modeling algorithm, the foreground image after enhancement, the detection image respectively. The result of
detection is perfect. Result of detection for unwrapped image is not been corrected is shown in Fig.! Ie. Fig.llf is detection result
by ordinary background modeling algorithm. The effect of noise and shadow is still obvious.



The omni-directional image has been widely used in thc areas such as robot navigation, detection, video surveillance
and object tracking, so study on omni-directional vision system and omni-directional image is very necessary. Main works of this
paper consist of designing mirror of omni-directional vision sensor and system dimension, building a total set of mathematical
model including reflection model of mirror and camera pinhole imaging model, determining the relation between image point
and world point and offering essential model and algorithm for omni-directional image process. Simulation and real imagc
experiments verifY the system's practicability. The design thought and model advanced in this paper can be used as reference in
developing the similar system and researching the omni-directional vision imaging system.

A moving object recognition and detection algorithm based on omni-directional image characteristic is proposed for
moving object with static camera. Omni-directional image is unwrapped through a fast unwrapping algorithm. Correction of
unwrapped image is performed based on nonlinear distortion modcl. An adaptive background modeling method is used, which is
real-time updated. Final, the foreground is obtained to detect moving object. By the lower resolution of omni-directional
correction image, the algorithm effectively deals with problems of the noisc and shadow during the abstraction of the foreground.
Experiment results show that the presented method is fast and effective.
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